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Most tile murals did tell a story and made wonderful displays for centuries in the finest places 

and best hotels in Europe and America. Tile Murals used to be a priceless luxury and only 

available to few. 

Thanks to technology it is now affordable, durable and the possibilities of designs are only 

limited by the imagination.  

 

By using our technique you can customise your commercial or residential design project with 

Tile Murals of any size. The Murals are richly detailed and can be created using digital images, 

artworks, patterns, photos, logos, illustrations, text or a combination of all. 

 

With a choice of materials, we can supply you with the tile suitable for your display. 

 

Our tiles are used by architects, designers, community organisations, schools and creative 

individuals to produce exclusive and striking displays. 
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Ceramic Interior Wall Tiles 
 

Beautiful finished ceramic tiles, hardwearing, bright and bold in the colour reproduction and 

precision of the images.  

The tiles are excellent for splash backs, bath rooms or displays at your restaurant, reception, hall 

ways, meeting rooms and in a undercover shaded outdoor area.  

The tiles are not recommended for floor, exposed exterior or countertop application 

Option:  

variety of tile size and different finishes 

gloss finishing – recommended to use for display where frequent cleaning is not needed  

satin or matt finish – use in wet areas, splash backs or any wall application 

 

Installation/Maintenance Tips 

You may use any commercially available adhesive and un sanded grout for ceramic tiles. Tiles 

can be cut to size by an experienced tiler using a tile cutter with a new or sharpened blade.   
Tiles can be cleaned with a nonabrasive household cleaner and a soft cloth or sponge.  

Examples of tile projects: 

Ceramic Tiles can be printed individually or in sections using one large image. 
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Ceramic Exterior Wall or Floor Tiles 
 

Attractive ceramic tiles, hardwearing, detailed finishing. 

Colour reproductions are subdued and some colour changes occur due to the dies changing 

und high kiln temperatures. These tiles are excellent for outside walls or floor applications.  

Tiles are resistant to UV and will not fade, Graffiti can be removed and the surface is extremely 

durable and scratch resistant. 

Option:  

variety of tiles sizes  

gloss finished 

 

Installation/Maintenance Tips 

You may use any commercially available adhesive for ceramic tiles. These tiles can be installed 

and cleaned just like any other ceramic tile. Tiles can be cut to size by an experienced tiler 

using a tile cutter with a new sharp blade.   

Examples of tile projects: 

Ceramic Tiles can be printed individually or in sections using one large image. 
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Hardboard Tiles 

Hardboard Tiles are a lightweight alternative to ceramic tiles and make the perfect substrate for 

your modern display or wall mural. 

Hardboard Tiles are finished with a gloss surface, displaying vivid colours and clarity of images.  

The Tiles are laser cut with blackened and sealed edges, light weight, feature straight corners 

and can be mounted tight together without gaps. 

Installation/Maintenance Tips 

You may use any commercially available adhesive suitable for MDF.  Tiles can be cleaned with 

a nonabrasive household cleaner and a soft cloth or sponge. 

Examples of tile projects: 

Hardboard Tiles can be used individually or printed in sections using one large image.  
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Glass Tile 

Glass Tiles make a creative alternative to normal floor tiles, they are suitable for high traffic 

areas and commercial applications such as kitchens, hallways, foyers or in wall applications.  

 

The tiles can also be used for back-lit walls or counter top installations. 

 

Glass tiles feature a textured finish, a vibrant colour reproduction and clarity of images.  

As the image is applied to the back of the glass tile, this generates an astonishing effect and 

unique finishing to your project.  

 

Installation/Maintenance Tips 

We recommend using an Epoxy Thin-Set mortar in white for mounting the glass tile. This adhesive 

should be readily available in most tile stores and has exhibited superior bond strength without 

damaging the white backing of the tiles. You should use a grout specifically formulated for use 

with glass tiles.  

Tiles can be cleaned with a nonabrasive household cleaner and a soft cloth or sponge. 

 

Examples of tile projects:  

Glass Tiles can be used individually or printed in sections using one large image. 
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Aluminium Tile  

Aluminium tiles are the perfect substrate if you like to have your tiles customised for size and 

square or rectangular shape, they can be mounted directly on to any indoor wall. 

Aluminium Tiles with a gloss finish, displaying vivid colours and clarity of images.  Aluminium tiles 

have straight corners, photo like finish and are perfect for displaying your products, photos or 

maybe your company history. 

 

Aluminium Tiles can be cut to any size, largest tile size is 380x480mm. Aluminium tiles can be with 

white, gold or silver background. 

 

Installation/Maintenance Tips 

For mounting the aluminium tiles you may use a commercially available adhesive suitable for 

Aluminium.  Tiles can be cleaned with a nonabrasive household cleaner and a soft cloth or 

sponge. 

Examples of tile projects: 

Aluminium Tiles can be used individually or printed in sections using one large image.  

 

 

 

 

 


